Gabaergic regulation of the neural organization of fear in the midbrain tectum.
In midbrain tectum (MT) structures, such as the dorsal periaqueductal gray (dPAG), the superior colliculus (SC) and the inferior colliculus (IC) GABAergic neurons exert a tonic control on the neural substrates involved in the expression of defensive reactions. In this review, we summarize behavioral, immunohistochemical (brain Fos distribution) and electrophysiological (auditory evoked potentials) data obtained with the reduction of GABA transmission by local injections of a GABA receptor blocker (bicuculline, BIC) or a glutamic acid decarboxylase inhibitor (semicarbazide, SMC) into the MT. Distinct patterns of Fos distribution were obtained following the freezing and escape reactions induced by MT injections of SMC and BIC, respectively. While only the laterodorsal nucleus of the thalamus was labeled after SMC-induced freezing, a widespread increase in Fos expression in the brain occurred after BIC-induced escape. Also, injections of SMC into the IC increased the auditory evoked potentials recorded from this structure. It is suggested that GABAergic mechanisms of MT are also called into play when sensory gating of the MT is activated during different emotional states.